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Abstract The domain of the speech recognition and dialog system EVAR is train
time table inquiry We observed that in real humanhuman dialogs when the ocer
transmits the information the customer very often interrupts Many of these interrup
tions are just repetitions of the time of day given by the ocer The functional role of
these interruptions is often determined by prosodic cues only An important result of
experiments where naive persons used the EVAR system is that it is hard to follow the
train connection given via speech synthesis In this case it is even more important than
in humanhuman dialogs that the user has the opportunity to interact during the answer
phase Therefore we extended the dialog module to allow the user to repeat the time of
day and we added a prosody module guiding the continuation of the dialog by analyzing
the intonation contour of this utterance
Zusammenfassung Der Diskursbereich des Spracherkennungs und Dialogsystems
EVAR ist Fahrplanauskunft fur Zuge Wir beobachteten da in realen MenschMensch
Dialogen der Kunde sehr oft den Auskunftsbeamten unterbricht wenn dieser die Infor
mation ubermittelt Viele dieser Unterbrechungen sind ausschlielich Wiederholungen
der Uhrzeitangabe des Beamten Die funktionale Rolle dieser Unterbrechungen wird
haug alleine durch prosodische Mittel bestimmt Ein wichtiges Ergebnis von Dialog
Experimenten mit naiven Personen ergab da es schwer ist den Verbindungsauskunften
von EVAR via Sprachsynthese zu folgen In diesem Fall ist es sogar noch wichtiger
als in MenschMensch Dialogen da der Benutzer die Moglichkeit hat wahrend der
Antwortphase zu interagieren Deshalb haben wir das Dialogmodul erweitert um dem
Benutzer die Moglichkeit zu geben die Uhrzeitangaben zu wiederholen und wir fugten
ein Prosodiemodul hinzu das die Fortfuhrung des Dialogs steuert indem die Intonation
dieser

Auerung analysiert wird
Resume Le domaine du systeme de reconnaissance de la parole et de dialogue
EVAR comprend des renseignements dhoraires de train Nous avons constate que dans
les dialogues reels dhomme a homme la personne qui cherche une information interrompt
souvent lagent lorsque celuici communique linformation La plupart de ces interruptions
sont des repetitions dhoraires indiques par lagent Le role fonctionel de ces interruptions
est determine uniquement par des moyens prosodiques Un resultat essentiel obtenu par
une multitude dexperiences eectuees avec des personnes naives est le fait quil est dicile
de suivre les informations dhoraires dEVAR par la synthese de la parole Dans ce cas
il est encore plus important que dans les dialogues reels dhomme a homme que lusager
puisse intervenir lors de la reponse Voila pourquoi nous avons elargi le module dialogue
pour lui donner la possibilite de repeter les horaires et nous avons de meme ajoute un
module prosodique commandant la poursuite du dialogue en analysant lintonation du
commentaire

  Introduction
Dialog systems for information retrieval are potential applications for humanmachine
communication In humanhuman dialogs it is often the case that parts of the informa
tion just given by the speaker are repeated by the partner For example in train time
table inquiries it can be observed frequently that the customer repeats the times of arrival
or departure just given by the ocer Frequently only the intonation of this repetition of
the timeofday shows the intention of the customer and thus governs the continuation
of the dialog
In the scenario 	train time table inquiries of our speech understanding and dialog
system EVAR the transmission of these times is a pivot point The most convenient way
to generate an answer in this application is a printed time table However in the case of
information retrieval via telephone the answer has to be generated by a speech synthesis
system In many applications such as in ours the answer can be quite lengthy especially
when there is a transfer Even if one is accustomed to the unnatural synthetic voice it
is often hard to follow the answer given in one piece A possible but certainly not user
friendly solution would be to generate the answer slowly and with many pauses A better
approach is to allow for an interruption whenever the user didnt understand part of the
information
Of course in the case that the user is allowed to interrupt the answer given by the
system a userfriendly system should be able to react adequately 	cf Waibel  Let
us consider the following dialog ocer  leaves Ulm at  	 customer  
	
In the case of a rising intonation 	denoting a question  the ocer  or the system
respectively  has to repeat the timeofday because the customer wants to hear the
time again In the case of a falling intonation 	denoting a conrmation  no specic
reaction is necessary and the system can give the next part of the information
Following the ideas of Noth 	 this paper describes how the dialog module of
EVAR has been extended to allow for such repetitions of the timeofday by the user and
how adequate reactions by the system based on the hypotheses computed by a prosody
module are implemented The paper is organized as follows First 	Section  we give
a brief overview of the speech recognition and understanding system EVAR In Section
 the dialog module of EVAR without prosody is described including results of recent
experiments with naive subjects using EVAR Motivated by these and by the observation
of real humanhuman dialogs 	Section  we extended the dialog module and added a
prosody module to the system which is described in the nal part of the paper 	Section

 The paper concludes with a discussion

 The Speech Understanding System EVAR
The speech understanding and dialog system EVAR 	the acronym stands for the German
words for  to recognize!   to understand!   to answer!   to ask back! is an
experimental automatic travel information system in the domain of German InterCity
train time table inquiries
Input to the system is continuous German speech In the current version output of the
speech recognition component is the best matching word sequence but word hypotheses
graphs can be used as well The generation of word sequences is based on Hidden Markov
Models 	see SchukatTalamazzini et al  The lexicon of the system contains 
words
All the linguistic 	ie syntactic semantic and dialog knowledge is integrated in
a homogeneous knowledge base 	the semantic network shell ERNEST see Niemann et
al  This system architecture makes constraint propagation during analysis across
all linguistic levels easy The control algorithm used for the analysis is dened within
ERNEST and basically does not depend on the application It is based on an A
 
 search
For a more detailed description of the EVAR system see Mast et al 	
 The Dialog Module without Prosody
A user utterance has to be interpreted syntactically semantically and pragmatically as
well as in the dialog context The latter comprises both the knowledge about what kind
of utterances may follow each other and the consideration of the dialog history in order
to be able to resolve anaphoric references and to focus the analysis on the expected
answer In the following an overview of the dialog module is given and relevant results of
experiments with the system are presented 	for more details see Mast et al  Mast

In a userfriendly system the user should have the possibility of talking to the sys
tem without extensive restrictions ie almost as if 	she were talking to an information
ocer The dialog model must therefore represent all expected sequences of dialog acts
CLARIFICATION/
ANSWER/U_REQUEST
U_GREETING
S_GREETING
Figure  Recursive transition network representing the dialog model implemented in
EVAR

REACTION/
REACTION/
S_CLOSING
U_CLOSING
U_CLOSING
U_REJECTION
S_ANSWERU_AGREE
S_ANSWER
S_EXT_ANSWER
Figure  The ANSWER subnet
S_COMPLETION
S_CORRECTION
S_CONF
U_REACTION
Figure  The REACTION subnet 	cf section 

which are typical in this special situation From a corpus of real humanhuman dialogs
	cf Hitzenberger et al  a model was extracted containing all the sequences of di
alog acts observed in the corpus which are relevant for humanmachine communication
Figure  shows a recursive transition network representing the dialog model implemented
in EVAR One edge corresponds to one dialog act or refers to a subnet 	indicated by
a slash The prexes S  U indicate that the dialog act corresponds to a system or
a user utterance respectively The subnet for clarication will not be discussed in this
paper Figure  shows the subnet for the answer phase 	ANSWER The subnet  RE
ACTION! 	Figure  contains the extensions to the dialog model relevant for this paper
It is described below 	Section 
 and was not implemented in the version of the system
that was used for the experiments described in this section
Each dialog act is modeled by a set of pragmatic semantic and syntactic concepts
representing what the user is expected to utter The properties of the concepts and the
current dialog state are used to identify the actual dialog act
After the greeting the user requests information If the information that is necessary
for giving an answer is not contained in the users request or if part of the user utterance
could not be analyzed the system starts a clarication dialog which is not the topic of
this article
The user utterances have to be syntactically and semantically complete or they have
to be incomplete in such a way that they can be completed by taking parts of prior

utterances For the answer generation sentence masks are used for each dialog act The
actual answers are given via the speech synthesis system SPRAUS from DaimlerBenz
Ulm The following examples for the dierent dialog phases are translated into English
	the abbreviations of Figures  and  are given in parentheses
S 	S GREETING Hello This is the Automatic Travel Information System EVAR
U 	U REQUEST Good morning I want to go to Hamburg tomorrow in the afternoon
S 	S EXT ANSWER You can take the train at h
 You switch trains in Wurzburg
at 
h You will arrive in Hamburg at h Do you want a later train
U 	U REJECTION No thanks
S 	S CLOSING Thank you for calling the Automatic Travel Information System good
bye
With this system experiments with 
 naive subjects were conducted 	cf Mast 
Niemann et al 
Forty of a total of  dialogs were completed successfully ie the system provided
the correct train connection Eight dialogs were completed but the system didnt provide
the information the user asked for due to an incorrect analysis of parameters needed
for the database request The rest of the dialogs were not completed due to memory
limitations repeated misunderstandings of utterances or the user giving up the dialog
Many of the misunderstandings were due to spontaneous speech phenomena such as
false starts repetitions lled pauses and nonspeech events 	cf OShaughnessy 
Shriberg and Lickley a Shriberg et al b which are not yet modeled by the
word recognizer 	compare Butzberger et al  and not yet taken into account during
linguistic analysis Further a number of errors may occur since the recognizer was trained
on read speech and there are many dierences between read and spontaneous speech
	compare Daly and Zue  Daly and Zue  Batliner et al  Batliner et al
 To assess user satisfaction after each session the users were asked to answer a
questionnaire Twelve of the 
 users suggested a few improvements especially that the
answers should be presented slower and with a possibility for repetition
 Dialog Guiding Prosodic Signals
Since the goal of EVAR is to conduct dialogs over the telephone the system answer is
generated by a speech synthesis system As has been motivated in Sections  and 
the system should allow for user interruptions and react adequately to them In order
to derive a formal scheme for this we investigated a corpus of   reallife! train time


conrmation
ocer Youll arrive in Munich at  
customer  	
question
ocer youll leave Hamburg at   yes   and youll reach
customer 
 
 
feedback
ocer the next train leaves at   and arrives in Berlin at  
customer   
Table  Examples for ocer answer user interruption and ocer reaction
table inquiry dialogs recorded at dierent places most of them conducted over the phone
Ninetytwo dialogs concerned train schedules" the rest had other topics such as fares
The most important question in the context of this paper is how often and in which
way during the answer phase the prosody of a user interruption alone controls the sub
sequent action of the ocer In this section we will summarize the main results of this
investigation For further details see Batliner et al 	
 Customer Interruptions Fcontours and Functional
Roles
In the following only the  dialogs concerning train schedules are considered Among
these there are 
 utterances in which the customer repeats the time of arrival or depar
ture given by the ocer 	a total of  repetitions of the timeofday ie more than
two repetitions per dialog on the average In all but  cases the repetition concerned the
timeofday the ocer had just given before In general there are two types of timeof
day expressions possible in German with or without the word Uhr which means oclock
	eg  Uhr 	 or  	
By repeating the timeofday the customer expresses dierent aims ie he wants
to give the ocer dierent kinds of information The reaction of the ocer and thus
the continuation of the dialog is governed by the specic kind of information which is
mostly expressed by the intonation We observed three dierent functional roles of the
repetition of timeofday conrmation question and feedback 	for examples see Table "
for corresponding Fcontours see Figures 
 Using a conrmation the customer wants to signal the ocer that he received the
last information eg the time of arrival Functionally this corresponds to the word
Roger	 in radio trac Usually the intonation 	Fcontour at the end of such an

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Figure  Protoypical falling Fcontour and regression line over the whole utterance 	solid
line and over the last two voiced regions 	dashed line" functional role conrmation
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Figure 
 Protoypical rising Fcontour and regression line over the whole utterance 	solid
line and over the last two voiced regions 	dashed line" functional role question
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Figure  Protoypical Fcontour for continuationrise and regression line over the whole
utterance 	solid line and over the last two voiced regions 	dashed line" functional role
feedback
utterance is falling 	see Figure  A conrmation can frequently be observed after the
end of a turn of the ocer just at the beginning of the turntaking by the customer
 The function of a question is Sorry please repeat	 The customer signals the ocer
that he did not understand that he did not get the timeofday completely or that
he just wants to ask the ocer to conrm the correctness 	correct me if Im wrong	
The prototypical Fcontour is rising 	see Figure 
 These questions often occur as
short interruptions during the answer phase of the ocer
 By using a feedback the customer usually wants to signal the ocer Im still lis
tening	 I got the information	 and sometimes slow down please	 or just let me
take down the information	 It is usually characterized by a level or slightly rising
Fcontour 	continuation rise see Figure  and like the question it is usually found
during the answer phase of the ocer
Note that one has to distinguish function 	conrmation question and feedback and
intonational form 	fall rise and continuation rise although in prototypical cases there
is an unequivocal mapping of form onto function The dialog guiding function of a conr
mation is similar to a feedback but their intonational form is dierent Usually questions
can be distinguished easily from conrmations Feedbacks however are sometimes likely
to be confused with questions or even with conrmations

In our material in  of the  repetitions of the customer the reaction of the
ocer 	conrmation of the correctness correction or completion of the timeofday was
governed by nothing but the intonation of the customer In the remaining cases there
were other indicators such as Whwords 	eg  When at ve seventeen! In  of the
 cases the timeofday occurred isolated" the other cases contained words on which
the functional role 	conrmation etc did not depend such as  Leave Munich at ve
seventeen!
Just as in these humanhuman dialogs elliptic repetitions of parts of information can
often be observed in simulations of humanmachine dialogs as well 	cf Krause et al
 Hitzenberger and Kritzenberger  Therefore we intended to take into account
in the dialog model of our system that the continuation of the dialog can be controlled
by intonation To simplify the problem for the beginning we restricted our model to user
utterances where only the intonation and no grammatical indicators govern the system
reaction Further only isolated timeofday repetitions are considered which are the
majority of the  cases mentioned above
 The Scheme of O	cer Reactions
From the corpus we developed a scheme 	see Table  showing the reactions of the ocer
depending on the intonation of the repetition of timeofday by the customer The
intonation contour was classied manually by an expert listening to the signals The
dialog module of EVAR which in our application plays the role of the ocer was extended
on the basis of this scheme 	cf Section 

In the scheme it was not only taken into account whether the customer repeated
the timeofday correctly and completely 	note that also the expression   Uhr! is
complete if the ocer said this before but also if shehe repeated the timeofday
incompletely 	but correctly or incorrectly 	see Table  column  Column  of Table 
shows the type of the intonation contour of the customer utterance The entries in the
rst two columns completely determine the reaction of the ocer 	column  of Table 
which can be correction completion conrmation or no special reaction ie the ocer
proceeds as if the user had said nothing Looking at the rows of Table  the rst one 	 no
utterance! seems to be trivial if the user does not utter anything then there is no ocer
reaction However this case also has to be explicitly taken into account in our system
	cf Section 
 If the repetition is incorrect the intonation contour is irrelevant and
the ocer corrects the customer in any case If the timeofday is repeated correctly and
completely or if the minutes alone are repeated correctly an interrogative contour of the
customer utterance provokes an ocer reaction which is conrmation" fall or continuation
rise both indicate that the customer believes that 	she understood the ocer utterance
and do not provoke any special reaction by the ocer When the customer repeats the

System answer   In Munchen sind Sie dann um  Uhr 
  You	ll arrive in Munich at 
  pm
RTD intonation system reaction
no utterance  
wrong repetition  correction Nein um  Uhr 	
rising  Uhr 	 conrmation Ja um  Uhr 	
complete  correct continuation rise  Uhr 	
falling  Uhr 	

only rising 	 conrmation Ja um  Uhr 	
correct
minutes continuation rise 	
falling 	

 incom
only rising  Uhr	
hours continuation rise  Uhr	
completion  Uhr 	
plete
falling  Uhr	 
Table  The reaction scheme for repetitions of the time of day 	RTD within the dialog
system EVAR 	The word  Uhr! means  hour!  nein! #  no!  ja! #  yes!  um! #
 at!
hour alone 	and the ocer has uttered a timeofday containing hour and minutes
then in the case of rise or continuation rise we observed that the ocer completes the
customer utterance by either repeating the minutes alone or by repeating the complete
timeofday" in the case of a falling contour the customer conrms the ocer utterance
so that the ocer shows no special reaction
 The Dialog Module with Prosody
To cope at least partly with the problems mentioned in Section  we extended the dialog
module of EVAR and added a prosody module to the semantic network such that the
repetitions of the timeofday as described in Section  are modeled

 Classication of Sentence Modality
In order to be able to model the potential user reactions we have conducted experiments
which led to an automatic classier of sentence modality 	ie fall rise and continuation
rise that are mapped prototypically onto the functional roles of the repetition of time
ofday 	ie conrmation question and feedback
For training and testing of the classier two databases were recorded and digitized
with  kHz and  bits In database A one female and three male speakers 	not  naive!
because they are working on prosody each read the same  complete timeofday utter
ances 	all with the word Uhr	"  questions conrmations and feedbacks respectively
As this database was used for training misproductions 	eg a question was intended
but a falling Fcontour was produced and erroneous Fcontours were discarded by

visual comparison between the speech signal and the Fcontour and by auditory tests
Thus a total of  utterances could be used for training In database B two female and
two male  naive! speakers read 
 timeofday expressions each 	$ of them contained
the word Uhr	 Neither misproductions nor erroneous Fcontours were sorted out"
this database therefore gives a good impression of how the system could perform in a
real environment
From the automatically computed Fcontour 	cf Kieling et al  a number of
features were computed The best results were obtained using the following four features
that were extracted by considering only the voiced frames 	nonzero values the slope
of the regression line of the whole 	see the solid lines in Figures  to  and of the last
two voiced regions of the Fcontour 	dashed lines in Figures  to  and the dierences
between the oset 	the Fvalue of the last voiced frame and the values of each of the
two regression lines at this oset position 	related work and comparable features are eg
reported in Waibel  Daly and Zue  Daly and Zue  Gaussian classiers
with full covariance matrix were trained to classify into the three classes fall 	F rise
	R and continuation rise 	CR and thus  prototypically  into the functional roles
conrmation question and feedback
Three experiments were performed In the rst experiment database A was used
for testing in a leaveoneout mode 	three speakers in turn were used for training the
other for testing In the second experiment the classier trained on database A was
tested on database B Dierent feature combinations 	eg computing the slope of the
second regression line over the last the last two or the last three voiced regions were
tried For the best feature combination where the second regression line was computed
over the last two voiced regions confusion matrices are given in Tables  and  	rows
spoken classes  number of occurrences in parentheses" columns recognized classes"
numbers are in percent In the leaveoneout experiment 	see Table  for all  classes
good recognition rates could be achieved 	average recognition rate 
$ For the
speakerindependent test with the naive speakers 	see Table  we obtained an average
recognition rate of $ Whereas questions and conrmations were recognized with
approximately the same recognition rate 	$ as in the rst experiment it was much
more dicult to classify the feedbacks correctly The reason might be that database B
was not controlled with respect to erroneous Fvalues and  more importantly  with
respect to misproductions" it turned out to be dicult for naive speakers to produce a
continuation rise correctly while reading an utterance This is not the case in reallife
As a nal experiment the classier trained on database A was tested on a subset of
the  reallife! material mentioned in Section  Due to the sometimes very noisy tele
phone quality only  isolated repetitions of timeofday could be used for classication
Their reference type 	fall rise or continuation rise was determined by auditory tests
and acoustic measurements For automatic classication the same features as described

R CR F
R 	    
CR 	 
  
F 	  
 
Table  Classication results on database A 	leaveoneout trainingtesting R rise F
fall CR continuationrise
R CR F
R 	   

CR 	  
 
F 	   
Table  Classication results for database B 	training with database A" R rise F fall
CR continuationrise
above were extracted from the digitized signal and the same classier was used All the
 conrmations all the 
 questions and  of the  feedbacks were classied correctly
	this is a total recognition rate of $
Note that if a conrmation is misclassied as a question it has no dramatic conse
quences the system just gives redundant information the user did not ask for However
when a question is misclassied as a conrmation the user does not get the requested
repetition of the timeofday A confusion of feedback with conrmation in most cases
has no eect on the reaction of our system

 Extension of the Dialog Module
The repetitions of the timeofday of the user and the appropriate system reactions have
been represented in the dialog module by introducing a new subnet 	REACTION see
Figure  After the system has given the answer 	ie a train connection the user
has the opportunity to repeat the timeofday previously uttered by the system 	edge
U REACTION  user reaction  in Figure  In the current implementation there is
always a signal recorded for a xed amount of time Therefore silence is interpreted as a
user reaction as well 	see Table  After the user reaction the system has four alternatives
completion 	S COMPLETION correction 	S CORRECTION conrmation 	S CONF
or no special reaction 	empty edge After each of these alternatives it proceeds with the
closing 	S CLOSING Figure  Which one of these alternatives is chosen depends on
the reaction scheme of Table  which is implemented in the control module of EVAR
Each of these dialog steps is implemented as a concept in the semantic network of
EVAR The concept for the user reaction is linked to the following concepts 	cf also
Section 


 a concept representing silence During analysis at rst it is tried if for this concept
an instance can be created by applying an attribute which checks if there was only
silence recorded
 a concept which is responsible for the syntactic and semantic analysis of timeof
day expressions An instance for this concept is created if the creation of an instance
of the silence concept failed This concept itself has links to other concepts With
this the search space for the linguistic analysis and word recognition is restricted to
timeofday expressions
 a concept of the prosody module representing sentence modality 	cf Section 


 The Prosody Module
In the current system the classication of the intonation contour is done with the Gaussian
classier described in Section 
 Implemented is also an alternative approach comparing
the actual intonation contour with a set of prototypical Fcontours via dynamic time
warping This might give better results since the intonation contour depends very much
on the corresponding word chain especially on the number of syllables in the utterance
and the position of the accent However constructing a set of prototypes is very time
consuming and we cannot yet report any recognition results
At present the prosody module integrated in the semantic network consists of one
concept for sentence modality and a set of attributes dening knowledge about the in
tonation of timeofday utterances and another concept whose attributes perform the
classication and establish an interface to the 	sofar external process computing the
Fcontour The prosody concepts are linked to the dialog module and to the syntax
module The links to the dialog module had to be established to allow for a prosodically
guided dialog control The links to the syntax module were necessary since in the case
of classication where the computed F contour and prototypical contours are matched
via dynamic time warping the prosody module has to have access to the word chain
underlying the semantic interpretation so that prototypes can be chosen depending on
the number of syllables in the recognized word chain
In order to use prosody to control the dialog a decision is necessary about the type of
the intonation contour Thus the utterance is classied by the classier and one instance
of the sentence modality concept is created corresponding to the most probable class
of intonation contour 	eg rise Since we are working on the use of other prosodic
information 	cf Section  we designed the concepts in such a way that they can be
used in a more %exible manner For example for the disambiguation of the attachment
of prepositional phrases or the boundary between main and innitive clause one would
need hypotheses for prosodic phrase boundaries 	ie several scored instances of concepts

modeling prosodic phrase boundaries and hypotheses for dierent intonation contours
at each predicted boundary so that the control module can search for the  optimal!
interpretation integrating all levels of knowledge 	compare Price et al 

 The Analysis Process
In the previous section we described the structure of the extended knowledge base In
the following we will sketch the analysis steps within the parts of EVAR corresponding
to the extensions of the dialog model described in Section 
 	subnet REACTION see
Figure  As pointed out in Section 
 in the dialog act U REACTION a signal is
recorded in any case
Then a separate module determines if the signal only consists of silence 	this corre
sponds to the rst row of Table  In that case a  silence word hypothesis! is handed to
the linguistic analysis and no further word recognition has to be done Then the silence
concept 	cf Section 
 is instantiated during linguistic analysis After this the dialog
ends directly with the closing 	S CLOSING
If there is not only silence in the signal the word recognizer computes the best word
chain Since the word recognizer is integrated via procedure call we can easily use dialog
actdependent language models If the user interrupts the vocabulary and the bigram
language model are restricted to timeofday expressions which can be &hour' &hour'
&minute' &hour' Uhr &minute' or just &minute'
Now the best word chain is semantically interpreted as a timeofday expression As
a result the concept for the analysis of timeofday expressions is instantiated This
expression is compared to the last timeofday given by the system Six cases can be
distinguished
 the user did not utter a timeofday expression but the language model forced the
recognizer to recognize one
 the user misunderstood the system and repeated the wrong timeofday expression
 the user utterance was misrecognized by the word recognizer
 the utterances of the system and of the user agree semantically

 the user only repeated the minute expression
 the user only repeated the hour expression
In the rst three cases the intonation contour is not classied ie the concept
for sentence modality is not instantiated The dialog proceeds with the dialog act
S CORRECTION ie the system corrects the user and repeats the last timeofday
	see Table  row 

In the other three cases prosody is used for the selection of the next dialog act and the
intonation contour is classied as described in Section 
 Then the concept for sentence
modality and user reaction are instantiated and the dialog proceeds with the next dialog
act 	conrmation correction or completion according to the scheme in Table 
 Discussion and Future Work
Prosodic information can be used on all levels of speech understanding and dialog How
ever few applications have been published Waibel 	 Noth and Kompe 	 and
Hieronymus et al 	 use accent information for word recognition" Ostendorf et al
	 report on the disambiguation of utterances based on the comparison of alternative
parses with information about prosodic phrase boundaries" Robinson et al 	 use F
as an additional feature to enhance phoneme recognition" Singer and Sagayama 	
use F to normalize the spectral features for phone recognition" Kenny et al 	 use
duration for word recognition
Already Lea 	 and Vaissiere 	 discussed the integration of a prosodic mod
ule into automatic speech understanding 	ASU systems Lea even proposed a control
module very much driven by prosody To our knowledge however this paper presents
the rst dialog system partly guided by prosodic information The system still is at an
experimental stage ie the user so far cannot really interrupt a system utterance but
after each system utterance the user gets the chance to react Up to now the train con
nection is given within a single utterance We are working on splitting the system answer
into small pieces each uttered separately allowing for a  quasiinterruption! by the user
These restrictions do not aect the main goal of the work leading to this paper ie
the development of principal methods for integrating a prosody module into the overall
system and getting it to interact with the other system components especially to guide
the progress of the dialog However due to these restrictions we were not yet able to
conduct realistic experiments with the extended EVAR
Batliner et al 	 showed that spontaneous speech contains a lot of elliptic ut
terances and that in general the intonational marking of sentence modality is rather
distinct in elliptic utterances Therefore we expect our modeling of question conrma
tion and feedback with rise fall and continuation rise to work reasonably well not only
with repetitions of timeofday in train time table dialogs but also within other scenar
ios where any short elliptic utterances in clarication dialogs are used eg dialogs in
which appointments are to be made  this is the scenario in the VERBMOBIL project
	automatic translation of facetoface dialogs which we are involved in 	cf Wahlster
 However our modeling is not exhaustive If for example in a conrmation an
	contrastive accent is positioned on the last syllable or vice versa in a question on the
rst syllable our model will possibly not work adequately To cope with this problem


either better features have to be found which take accentuation into account or the
spoken F contours have to be matched with prototypical Fcontours using a method
such as dynamic time warping Moreover repetitions of timeofday might not be purely
isolated They often do occur together with particles 	such as yes	 no	 or with
repetitions of city names
In the future we plan to take into account dierent possibilities of accentuation as
well as nonisolated repetitions of timeofday In addition we have begun to work on
the integration of prosody at other levels of our ASU system The integration of accent
information into a word recognition module is under investigation and the use of prosodic
phrase boundaries during syntactic parsing 	Bakenecker et al  compare Ostendorf
et al  and for rescoring the nbest sentence hypotheses is being explored Results
concerning the recognition of prosodic phrase boundaries and phrase accents are presented
by Kompe et al 	a and Kieling et al 	 	see also Wightman et al 
Veilleux et al  Wang and Hirschberg  and Huber  In these contexts not
only the prosodic parameter intonation is considered but duration and intensity as well
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